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History of the controlled media narrative on the UFO/ET disclosure issue

To understand how and why the mainstream media has controlled the narrative regarding the
disclosure of the extraterrestrial presence and illegal secret government operations which are
reverse engineering this advanced technology, some brief highlights in history are in order…
1944 - Nazis have a plan to infiltrate the US and create a controlled “matrix of perception”
Translation = “world view warfare”
1945 – End of WWII – We believed we achieved victory over the Nazis

1946 – Adm Byrd defeated against advanced Nazi technology in Antarctica that was 20 years
ahead of the US which was able to intimidate the Truman and Eisenhower administrations

Operation Paperclip Nazis come into the US and eventually infiltrate throughout the CIA,
NASA, Pharmaceutical Corporations etc.

Xavier Dorsch in Paperclip starts in New Mexico the deep underground military base network

Rockefeller Foundation controls education and rewrites history to obscure Nazi elements in
the history of WWII for the false indoctrination of students in the future

1950 – CIA controls the mainstream media narrative through Operation Mockingbird

"The Agency's relationship with The New York Times was by far its most valuable among
newspapers, according to CIA officials. [It was] general Times policy ... to provide assistance
to the CIA whenever possible." - The CIA and the Media, by Carl Bernstein
1954 – Nazi SS set up yearly Bilderberg meetings to set the agenda through the media

Today’s media control by the Bilderberg – Council of Foreign Relations – Trilateral Comm

Consolidated media control from 50 media companies in 1983 to only 6 corporations today

1954 – The US develops anti-gravity craft 20 years after Nazi Germany does in 1934

Rendering of a 1988 exhibit at Norton AFB of 1950s ARVs

1955 – President Eisenhower forced into a surrender to the Nazi corporate infiltration
Several actions occur during his administration due to this surrender:
- New MJ-12 group created with Allen Dulles as MJ-1
- Reverse engineering operations moved to Area 51/S-4
- Operation Deep Freeze appears to work with Antarctic Nazi base
- Secret order sets up USMC mil intel group for future institutional safeguard (Q?)
1961 - President Eisenhower attempts to warm the American public of this infiltration

"We must guard against the acquisition of unwarranted influence, whether sought or
unsought, by the military industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of
misplaced power exists and will persist. We must never let the weight of this combination
endanger our liberties or democratic processes. We should take nothing for granted.
Only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can compel the proper meshing of the huge
industrial and military machinery of defense with our peaceful methods and goals, so
that security and liberty may prosper together. "
Our legal constitutional government from this point forward is denied access
President Eisenhower is denied access to operations at Area 51/S-4
Is only allowed 2 CIA agents to report after threatening to invade with 1 st Army

1963 - President Kennedy is denied access by Allen Dulles MJ-12
assassination directive 10 days after memo to CIA to release the UFO files

1977 - President Carter is denied access by CIA director George H.W. Bush
after making a campaign promise to release the UFO files to the public.

1993 - President Clinton is denied access as revealed by the quote from senior
White House reporter Sarah McClendon in response to why he wasn’t doing
anything about UFO disclosure, where he said…
"Sarah, there’s a secret government inside the government, and I don’t control it."
1993 - CIA Director James Woolsey is denied access and brings forth Dr.
Steven Greer into a 3 hour meeting stating "I know this subject is real, I want to
know why the hell I can't gain access to it!?" and "how do we disclose, what we
do not have access to?"

1993 – Outside of Area 51 a group of researchers have the first meeting with S-4 scientist
Robert Lazar (Note no recordings were allowed at this meeting, yet I video documented this 2
hour Q&A session with Lazar whose testimony has remained consistent for decades)

These civilian activities outside of Area 51 generated a base LOCKDOWN situation as
revealed by a leaked NRO SPECIAL SECURITY ADVISORY/BLUE FIRE document.

1997 - This document was acquired by Dr. Steven Greer which revealed on the distribution
list Unacknowledged Special Access Programs (USAPs) such as COSMIC OPS and MAJI
OPS.

Dr. Greer along with Astronaut Edgar Mitch and Lt Cmdr Will Miller took the document to a
meeting at the Pentagon with the head of the Intelligence division of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Vice Admiral Thomas Wilson

1997 – Head of Intelligence for JCS Vice Admiral Thomas Wilson is denied access

The admiral in his high level of constitutional authority being denied access is furious and tells
Dr. Greer “Well, as far as I am concerned, if you can get people who know about this matter
to talk on the record, you have my permission to go to the media with this. This group is
illegal.”
2001 - Following Admiral Wilson’s direction, Dr. Steven Greer had assembled close to 500
military and intelligence witnesses, with 20 of them willing to testify under oath before the
mainstream media cameras of the world at the largest event in the history of the National
Press Club in Washington DC.

What was disclosed to the 22 cameras of the mainstream media of the world?

As one of the 20 military and intelligence witnesses that participated, as well as an ex-ABC
newsman, I witnessed first-hand how the mainstream media effectively sanitized these
explosive testimonies using what is called a “limited hangout”, in other words limiting the
information of these revealing testimonies and only hanging out to the public the perception
that the sole purpose of this event was to simply have a congressional hearing on just the
reality of UFOs. This false perception effectively did not alert the public that illegal rogue
operations have infiltrated into our constitutional government.

2002 - Vice Admiral Thomas Wilson has a meeting in admiral’s car with Astrophysicist Eric W.
Davis who creates a transcribed document of the conversation

The admiral was furious that he was denied access even though he had constitutional
authority to this USAP hidden within other SAPs that was being run by corporations reverse
engineering "Technology that was not of this Earth", and that he was threaten to not make any
further inquires or he would lose rank and see an early retirement.

These are 2 sections of the transcript documents that were leaked publicly in 2019

Many years go by without any official disclosures through the mainstream media til...

2017 – New York Times Article Launches all Mainstream Media outlets disclosing the
Pentagon's Classified "Advanced Aerospace Threat Identification" Program to Detect UFOs.

Unlike the coverage of the 2001 world disclosure event, this event instead was green-lighted
by the control elements that orchestrate the information over all mainstream media outlets, so
that it was to be heavily promoted on all their major mainstream media networks for full
saturation into the public's awareness. This release is tied into individuals such as Sen
Harry Reid, Robert Bigelow and Tom Delonge’s TTSA with his individuals connected to the
CIA and Lockheed etc.

2017 – Defense Intelligence Agency 2009 documents on advanced technologies such as
traversable wormholes and warp drives authored by Dr. Eric Davis are leaked to public

2019 – History Channel gives further wide promotion of the AATIP / TTSA team with an
entire series titled “Unidentified: Inside America’s UFO Investigation” with the language of an
“alien threat”

Later that same year a former USAF Intelligence Specialist, Mike Turber claims the 2004
Nimitz "Tic Tac" belongs to the USAF and is not extraterrestrial in origin

2020 – New York Times article citing classified UFO briefings by Dr. Eric Davis received by
members of U.S. Congress and Pentagon officials regarding “off-world vehicles not made on
this earth”

The next day the New York Times retracted the section regarding Sen Harry Reid's statement,
but not about Dr. Eric Davis’s briefings, changing what Sen Reid said from ….
“he believed that crashes of vehicles from other worlds had occurred and that retrieved
materials had been studied secretly for decades, often by aerospace companies under
government contracts" Instead to say… “he believed that crashes of objects of unknown
origin may have occurred and retrieved materials should be studied"

Current Day – Indications are, that the special unit that president Eisenhower set in place
with military intelligence has been activated in order to safeguard our constitutional republic
from this infiltrated domestic enemy of the United States, which is utilizing psychological
warfare by dividing our country while moving forward on it’s hidden agenda by manipulating
our perceptions through their control of the majority of mainstream media outlets.

